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Abstract For mapping Earth surface movements at larger scale and smaller amplitudes, many new
synthetic aperture radar instruments (Sentinel-1A/B, Gaofen-3, ALOS-2) have been developed and
launched from 2014–2017, and this trend is set to continue with Sentinel-1C/D, Gaofen-3B/C, RADARSAT
Constellation planned for launch during 2018–2025. This posesmore challenges for correcting interferograms
for atmospheric effects since the spatial-temporal variations of tropospheric delay may dominate over
large scales and completely mask the actual displacements due to tectonic or volcanic deformation. To
overcome this, we have developed a generic interferometric synthetic aperture radar atmospheric correction
model whose notable features comprise (i) global coverage, (ii) all-weather, all-time useability, (iii) correction
maps available in near real time, and (iv) indicators to assess the correction performance and feasibility.
The model integrates operational high-resolution European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) data (0.125° grid, 137 vertical levels, and 6-hr interval) and continuous GPS tropospheric delay
estimates (every 5 min) using an iterative tropospheric decomposition model. The model’s performance was
tested using eight globally distributed Sentinel-1 interferograms, encompassing both flat and mountainous
topographies, midlatitude and near polar regions, and monsoon and oceanic climate systems, achieving a
phase standard deviation and displacement root-mean-square (RMS) of ~1 cm against GPS over wide regions
(250 by 250 km). Indicators describing the model’s performance including (i) GPS network and ECMWF cross
RMS, (ii) phase versus estimated atmospheric delay correlations, (iii) ECMWF time differences, and (iv)
topography variations were developed to provide quality control for subsequent automatic processing and
provide insights of the confidence levelwithwhich the generated atmospheric correctionmapsmaybe applied.
1. Introduction
Interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) has been demonstrated as a powerful tool for mapping the
Earth’s surface movements. The tremendous development of InSAR missions (e.g., Sentinel-1A/1B, ALOS-2,
TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X, COSMO-SkyMED, RADARSAT-2, and Gaofen-3) in recent years facilitates the study of
smaller amplitude ground deformation using longer time series and over greater spatial scale (Hooper
et al., 2012; Massonnet et al., 1994; Simons & Rosen, 2007). However, the accuracy of InSAR-derived surface
displacements is substantially affected by the spatial-temporal variations of atmospheric (tropospheric) water
vapor, which can cause errors comparable in magnitude to those associated with crustal deformation
(Hanssen, 1998; Wadge et al., 2002; Williams et al., 1998). Zebker et al. (1997) reported that typical spatial
and temporal changes of 20% in water vapor can lead to 10- to 14-cm errors in SIR-C/X-SAR derived displace-
ments, which is large enough to mask actual ground motions caused by a landslide (Luzi et al., 2004), urban
subsidence (Crosetto et al., 2002), and permafrost (Short et al., 2014). Nonsteady deformation is hard to dis-
tinguish from atmospheric errors, which also makes it challenging to detect time varying processes such as
creep (e.g., Hussain et al., 2016; Jolivet et al., 2015) or slow slip events (Bekaert et al., 2016; Cavalié et al., 2013).
The effect of tropospheric water vapor is also crucial for InSAR time series analysis, with Massonnet et al.
(1994), Simons and Rosen (2007), and Hooper et al. (2012) pointing out that substantial improvements in
deformation accuracy can be achieved by reducing atmospheric effects before temporal filtering. Thus, to
use the vast amounts of newly released InSAR data for more precise deformation monitoring, especially
for longer time series and anywhere globally, a generic atmospheric correction model with global coverage,
available and useable for all times and in near real time, is required.
One of the approaches used to mitigate tropospheric effects on InSAR measurements has been
stacking/filtering, which seeks to capture the spatial-temporal properties of water vapor and attempts to
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separate the tropospheric noise from the ground motion signal without any external information (e.g.,
Ferretti et al., 2001; Fruneau & Sarti, 2000; Hooper et al., 2004; Williams et al., 1998). Although this type of
approach is straightforward to apply, the stacking/filtering procedures can mask temporally variable geophy-
sical signals such as creep and slow slip and degrade the temporal resolution of InSAR measurements (Doin
et al., 2009). The correlation analysis between interferometric phases and/or topography solves for the
topography-correlated or stratified component but ignores the spatial variability of tropospheric signals
and can be easily biased by orbit and topographic errors (Béjar-Pizarro et al., 2013; Delacourt et al., 1998;
Elliott et al., 2008). Bekaert, Hooper, et al. (2015) dealt with the spatially varying tropospheric signal in the pre-
sence of deformation by a power law analysis, but the approach relies on finding a spatial band of
topography-correlated atmospheric phase screen not contaminated by other sources such as turbulence,
orbit errors, and deformation (Bekaert, Walters, et al., 2015). Moreover, a limitation of the above-mentioned
methods is the difficulty in quantifying their performance.
Another more advanced type of tropospheric correctionmodel incorporates external data sets. To date, these
have included those from numerical weather models such as the ECMWF Re-Analysis (ERA)-Interim (6-hourly,
0.75° horizontal resolution) from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF; Doin
et al., 2009; Jolivet et al., 2011) and the Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF, e.g., Bekaert,
Walters, et al., 2015; Nico et al., 2011); from direct observations such as National Aeronautics and Space
Administration’s Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS, e.g., Li et al., 2005; Li, Fielding,
Cross, & Preusker, 2009) and European Space Agency’s Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (e.g., Li,
Muller, et al., 2006; Li et al., 2012), and from tropospheric delays interpolated from those estimated at
Global Positioning System (GPS) stations (e.g., Emardson et al., 2003; Li, Fielding, et al., 2006; Onn & Zebker,
2006; Yu et al., 2018). While MODIS provides 1.0- to 1.2-mm root-mean-square (RMS) water vapor agreement
with radiosondes and GPS and high spatial resolution maps (Li, Fielding, Cross, & Preusker, 2009), they are
restricted to cloud free conditions and are not coincident in time with the recently launched Sentinel-1
and ALOS-2 satellites (typically over 5-hr difference). Weather models such as the ERA-Interim products are
often released with a latency of several months and suffer from coarse temporal and/or spatial resolution
and failures in accurately capturing atmospheric turbulence (Foster et al., 2013; Jolivet et al., 2011; Webley
et al., 2002), with Bekaert, Walters, et al. (2015) reporting a 1.7-cm RMS displacement error of corrected inter-
ferograms over Mexico and Italy, after applying corrections generated from ERA-Interim and WRF. The result-
ing correction map was not sufficient to capture the topography-correlated tropospheric signals and local
weather turbulent variations. Conversely, GPS provides continuous estimates (e.g., every 5 min) of water
vapor under all-weather conditions and is capable of capturing small features of tropospheric turbulence
(e.g., Li, Fielding, et al., 2006; Onn & Zebker, 2006; Williams et al., 1998). Yu et al. (2018) summarize GPS-based
correction models to date and demonstrate that subcentimeter RMS displacement and phase standard
deviation (StdDev) are possible when using their recent iterative tropospheric decomposition (ITD) model
(Yu et al., 2017) and which leads to greater improvements than previous methods. However, such InSAR cor-
rection quality is dependent on the availability of sufficiently dense and geometrically sound networks of GPS
stations, which are not available everywhere globally. Lofgren et al. (2010) attempted to combine both GPS
and ECMWF to generate tropospheric correction maps utilizing both the high spatial resolution of ECMWF
and the high accuracy of the GPS. However, they simply used GPS to calibrate ECMWF zenith total tropo-
spheric delays (ZTDs) instead of properly weighting and integrating them, and therefore, their approach
may fail if few GPS stations are available or the network exhibits poor geometry.
All of the external tropospheric correction methods discussed above have been used to correct atmospheric
effects in InSAR measurements with some degree of success, but they all have their inherent limitations, and
it is clear that there is no single method that can be routinely applied at all times, independent of clouds, any-
where globally in near real time for fast event response. In this paper, we seek to address this, by developing a
generic InSAR atmospheric correction model that integrates the now global 0.125° × 0.125° horizontal reso-
lution (and improved vertical resolution of 137 levels) 6-hourly High Resolution ECMWF numerical weather
model which has a latency of 5–10 hr (termed HRES-ECMWF, https://www.ecmwf.int/en/forecasts/datasets/
set-i), and the high accuracy, time continuous pointwise ZTD measurements from GPS. We realize this by
extending the state-of-the-art ITD model (Yu et al., 2017) to generate tropospheric correction maps from
the tight coupling of ZTD observations from both ECMWF and GPS, properly weighted, and investigate the
impact of GPS network geometry and regional topography on their combination. The generic correction
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model is tested on eight globally distributed Sentinel-1 interferograms, chosen to incorporate flat and moun-
tainous topographies, midlatitude and polar regions, monsoon and oceanic climate systems, and GPS station
distributions ranging from none to a spacing of about 12 km. A set of model performance indicators is also
provided, to help ascertain the likely success of applying themodeled tropospheric corrections to InSARmea-
surements, and aid in the development of an automated, near real-time processing chain.
2. Methodology: Integration of GPS and HRES-ECMWF
Tropospheric delay is a common, well-documented error on themeasurement of satellite-Earth distance (e.g.,
Berrada Baby et al., 1988; Hopfield, 1971). The delay is generally caused by the spatial-temporal changes of
atmospheric refractivity, which is primarily affected by pressure, temperature, and water vapor content,
and has the form (Berrada Baby et al., 1988):
ΔL ¼ 106 ∫
∞
z0
Ndz ¼ 106 k1Rd
gm
P z0ð Þ þ ∫
∞
z0
k ’2
e
T
þ k3 e
T2
 
dz
 
Me (1)
where ΔL is the tropospheric delay along the satellite-Earth path in meters, N is the refractive index, P(z0) is
the surface pressure in pascals at altitude z0, gm is the gravitational acceleration averaged over the tropo-
sphere in meter per square second, e is the water vapor pressure in pascals, T is the temperature in kelvin,
and Me is the mapping function that projects the ZTD to slant total delays based on the satellite elevation
angle. The remaining terms are constants: Rd = 287.05 J kg
1 K1, k1 = 0.776 K Pa
1, k’2 ¼ 0:233 K Pa1 ,
and k3 = 3.75 × 10
3 K2 Pa1.
The interferometric phase Δφ of geometrical configuration of repeat-pass SAR interferometry can be written
as (Zebker et al., 1997)
Δφ ¼ φ1  φ2 ¼
4π
λ
r1  r2ð Þ þ 4πλ ΔL
LOS
1  ΔLLOS2
 
(2)
where λ is the wavelength of the radar signal, r1 and r2 are the slant range vectors corresponding to the first
and second acquisitions, respectively,ΔLLOS1 andΔLs
LOS
2 are atmospheric propagation delays of radar signals in
the line of sight (LOS).
The features of tropospheric delays acting on an interferogram, which have been studied by numerous
researchers (Doin et al., 2009; Lavers et al., 2016; Onn & Zebker, 2006; Williams et al., 1998; Yu et al., 2018),
can be generally considered as the sum of (i) a vertically stratified component highly correlated with topogra-
phy and (ii) a turbulent component resulting from turbulent processes in the troposphere varying both in space
and time. The turbulent signals, related to topography-independent spatial changes of temperature, pressure,
and water vapor, as well as extreme weather scenarios, can dominate at local scales but are often coupled with
the stratified signals which makes it hard to separate them. The long-wavelength tropospheric component
could manifest as either topography-related (e.g., in some gently sloping areas) or turbulent, or both. For pre-
cise InSAR atmospheric correction, it is important to account for both the stratified and turbulent components.
To model GPS and HRES ECMWF consistently and capitalize on the high spatial resolution of ECMWF and the
high quality of GPS-estimated tropospheric delay, we extend the ITD approach developed by Yu et al. (2017)
to an integrated model. We use the exponential function to model the stratified delays then construct the
turbulent part of the delay by fitting an interpolating scheme based on inverse distance weighting (IDW)
to the remaining delays. In the model, the total delays are defined as:
ZTDk ¼ S hkð Þ þ T xkð Þ þ εk (3)
where, for the GPS and ECMWF integrated ZTD at location k, T represents the turbulent component and xk is
the station coordinate vector in the local topocentric coordinate system, S represents the stratified compo-
nent correlated with height h, and ε represents the remaining unmodeled residual errors, including unmo-
deled stratified and turbulent signals. The stratified components are modeled as
Si ¼ L0eβh ¼> S
G
m ¼ L0eβhm
SEn ¼ L0eβhn
(
; Pi ¼
PG 0
0 PE
 
(4)
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where the modeled stratified delay S is represented by an exponential function with coefficient β, L0 is
the stratified component delay at sea level and h is the height, G represents GPS and E represents
HRES-ECMWF. The equation holds within a defined tropospheric decorrelation distance from the point
being interpolated. We define this as 150 km, following Emardson and Johansson (1998) and
Emardson et al. (2002) who imply that estimating a constant pair of exponential coefficients with this
150-km decorrelation distance will lead to small residuals, which could be handled well by IDW inter-
polation. Larger decorrelation distances will result in larger residuals which are harder to predict by
IDW interpolation, and smaller distances will cause discontinuities in the ZTDs across small pixel areas
due to rapidly changing exponential coefficients arising from insufficient GPS stations for their reliable
estimation.
We use all ZTD samples in the region considered to estimate the two coefficients β and L0 in a least squares
algorithm. Extra reference locations are needed outside of the interferogram bounds (up to the defined dec-
orrelation distance) to avoid any need to extrapolate rather than interpolate. The ZTDs used (hereafter called
reference location ZTDs) include both the GPS ZTD at position m (SGm) and the ECMWF ZTD at position n (S
E
n).
The weight matrix Pi is defined according to the different quality of GPS and ECMWF ZTDs, and there are
three principal factors that influence this: (i) the quality of GPS ZTD is higher than ECMWF ZTD, especially
when there are large time differences between ECMWF and InSAR acquisitions (Bock et al., 2005); (ii) GPS
ZTD captures the tropospheric temporal variations better than ECMWF ZTD, which is essential in InSAR atmo-
spheric corrections; and (iii) the higher spatial resolution and uniform distribution of ECMWF make it better
than GPS for interpolation. A method based on cross validation is proposed in section 3 to automatically
determine the relative weights between GPS and ECMWF.
The turbulent part is modeled by a modified IDW to incorporate both ECMWF and GPS ZTDs and reads as
Tu ¼ ∑
k
i¼1
wuiT xið Þ; wui ¼ pid2ui
.
∑
k
i¼1
pid
2
ui
(5)
where u and i are indices for the user and reference locations, respectively. Each turbulent delay at the user
location is assigned a weight of wui, which is determined by the horizontal distance from the user to reference
location (dui) and the weighting (Pi) for GPS and ECMWF, respectively (the same as in the case of the stratified
delays as per equation (4)).
The detailed integrated ITD implementation steps are as follows:
1. For eachmap pixel, the surrounding ZTDs from all reference locations (GPS stations and/or ECMWF nodes)
within the decorrelation range limit from the pixel are used to estimate initial values for the exponential
coefficients β and L0, assuming the turbulent components in equation (3) are zero.
2. The residual εkon each reference location is computed by subtracting the stratified delay (as modeled at
each reference location using the single pair of estimated exponential coefficients) from the ZTD. In the
first iteration, the residual contains all of the turbulent component.
3. The turbulent component, T in equation (3), is computed per reference location from the residuals εk using
IDW interpolation (the weights wui are computed from equation (5)), as given in equation (6):
T1
T2
…
Tn
2
6664
3
7775 ¼
0 w12 … w1n
w21 0 … w2n
… … 0 …
wn1 … wn;n1 0
2
6664
3
7775
ε1
ε2
…
εn
2
6664
3
7775 (6)
4. The updated values for the turbulent component per reference location are subtracted from the ZTD in
equation (3), and a new set of exponential coefficients obtained.
5. Steps (2) to (4) are repeated until the exponential coefficients β and L0 converge. Yu et al. (2017) show that
convergence is typically obtained within about seven iterations.
6. The ZTD for the pixel considered is then obtained by interpolating the turbulent components and resi-
duals from all reference locations and added to the stratified delay computed using the final values of
the exponential coefficients for the pixel considered.
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The ITD model is run individually for every pixel across the interferogram, computing a pair of stratified expo-
nential coefficients per pixel. However, as there is usually substantial overlap among the reference locations
used for adjacent pixels, the estimated coefficients change only gradually over small scales.
The ITDmodel uses the ZTDs integrated from the layered temperatures, pressures and the partial water vapor
pressures from ECMWF (Jolivet et al., 2011) to enable the decomposition of the stratified and turbulent com-
ponents in a way consistent with the GPS delays, which is critical to integrate them, and a high computing
efficiency. Given the fact that the vertical profile of water vapor over large scales varies exponentially
(Ehret et al., 2000; Rocken et al., 1997), ITD seeks a local average vertical profile for each map pixel by its sur-
rounding reference grid nodes and/or reference GPS stations and fit to an exponential function. To avoid
overinterpretation, any disturbances on this assumption will drop into the turbulent component, which is
iteratively handled in the ITD model. In general, the elevation dependent and medium to long-wavelength
tropospheric delays can be well reconstructed by ITD, but the short-wavelength (e.g., a few kilometers) delays
require a dense GPS network. While some GPS ZTDs have been assimilated into ECMWF, principally from con-
tinuously operating GPS stations in Europe, the integrated ECMWF+GPS ITD approach is still needed because
of (i) the coarse temporal resolution (6 hr) of the ECMWF model and (ii) the GPS data assimilated into HRES-
ECMWF are used for forecasting, which poses modeled ZTD uncertainties compared to the GPS ZTD
estimates themselves.
3. Data Sets and Weighting Strategy
This section describes details of the data sets used for the generation of integrated ECMWF and GPS ZTD cor-
rection maps, and the SAR interferograms for the regions considered. The ZTD data were first evaluated by
cross validation, from which the relative weights between GPS and ECMWF were determined.
3.1. Data
We selected eight Sentinel-1 Terrain Observation by Progressive Scans interferograms (IFGs) distributed glob-
ally (Figure 1). These interferograms represent typical problematic scenarios in InSAR processing such as
strong, long-wavelength signals caused by water vapor, large topography variations, large time latency of
Figure 1. Sentinel-1 interferograms (denoted as IFG) used in this study. All times are in UTC.
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the ECMWF data, and the effect of the different densities of GPS networks, in that they cover the four GPS
networks (described below) to test the benefit of ECMWF combined with GPS but of various station
spacings. They also include four areas of geophysical interest where there are no GPS stations, namely,
Tibet, Nepal, Algeria, and Iceland, in order to test the global applicability of the generic model but in scenarios
whereby only ECMWF can be used. The IFGs were processed with the GAMMA software (http://www.gamma-
rs.ch), with the topographic phase contribution removed using a 3 arc sec (~90 m) Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission (SRTM) digital elevation model (Farr et al., 2007). For IFG8-Iceland, which is outside the covering
range of SRTM, we used the Advanced Space borne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer Global
Digital Elevation Model Version 2 instead (Tachikawa et al., 2011). For each interferogram, we generated
ZTDmaps using the integrated ITD model and projected them to the LOS direction of the InSAR observations
with the Global Mapping Function mapping function (Boehm et al., 2006). The HRES-ECMWF data were tem-
porally interpolated to fit the InSAR acquisition times (see section 5.3).
We used four networks of continuously operating GPS reference stations located respectively in Central
California (CA), North of New Zealand (NZ), Italy and the United Kingdom (UK), each one characterized by dif-
ferent geometry and station density, ranging from an average spacing of 43 km for the UK network to 12 km
for CA (Figure 2 and Table 1). All GPS data for the whole of year 2016 from all stations in the four networks
were processed using the PANDA software (Liu & Ge, 2003) in Precise Point Positioning static mode, as
described in Yu et al. (2018). Twenty-four hour sessions were used, with JPL repro2 satellite orbits and 30-s
clocks held fixed. The ZTDs were estimated every 5 min as a random walk parameter (a process noise of
5.0E8 km·s0.5 was applied), together with north-south and east–west tropospheric gradients in a least
squares adjustment procedure. We employed the Global Mapping Function mapping function, used the
ionospherically-free carrier phase and pseudorange observables, and applied International Global
Navigation Satellite System Service models for satellite and receiver antenna phase center variations, along
with FES2004 ocean tide loading (coefficients obtained from http://holt.oso.chalmers.se/loading) and Earth
Figure 2. Cross validation: mean RMS differences for each station in the four GPS networks and European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) in 2016. Note that the 20% of ECMWF points used were selected randomly
from the original 0.125 degree spacing grids.
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tide displacements (Petit & Luzum, 2010), phase wind up (Beyerle, 2009), relativistic effects, and pseudorange
Differential Calibration Delays (Kouba & Héroux, 2001).
We also used output from the model level operational HRES-ECMWF product. Specifically, modeled surface
pressure, temperature, and specific humidity were used to calculate ZTDs and precipitable water vapor
(PWV) at each 0.125° grid point (i.e., spacing of approximately 9–12 km), as described in Jolivet et al. (2011).
While forecast products can potentially introduce pluriannual time series trends when compared with reanaly-
sis products, we expect such effects to be small here as the HRES-ECMWF product is not purely forecasted, but
computed using a uniform procedure over time, combining short-range forecast data with real observations to
produce the best fit to both (http://cedadocs.ceda.ac.uk/1218/1/ECMWF_user_guide_2001.pdf).
3.2. Cross Validation of ZTDs
It is crucial to validate the ZTD interpolation performance and check the GPS network distributions before
generating and applying atmospheric correction maps for InSAR. Therefore, daily PANDA-derived GPS
ZTDs at 14:00 local time (the approximate time of day when the troposphere is most active (Gendt et al.,
2004; Wang et al., 2005), although this is not an all-encompassing rule and diurnal variations of PWV can differ
from location to location) for all of 2016 were cross validated. In this, one point from the whole network of
GPS stations was excluded and the ZTD values from the other points used to determine the ZTD at the par-
ticular point considered. This procedure was repeated for all stations and the cross-RMS difference computed
between the interpolated and original ZTD values. It was also undertaken for ECMWF, but because of the
small and regular spacing (and therefore high spatial correlation) of the HRES-ECMWF ZTD data points, this
should only be considered as internal cross validation and will always produce a low RMS difference and
not realistically reflect the interpolation performance of the whole area. Hence, we randomly chose 20% of
points among the regular 0.125° spacing grids to reduce the spatial correlation and then conducted the
(internal) cross validation in the same way as for GPS.
The cross-validation RMS differences for all the GPS networks and, for the case of CA, also internal cross vali-
dation of HRES-ECMWF, for the year 2016, are summarized in Table 1. We fitted a linear model (actual
ZTDs = Slope Interpolated ZTDs + Intercept) for each network including HRES-ECMWF. We used the local time
14:00 for all GPS networks, but for ECMWF over CA, we used 18:00 UTC (local time 11:00 during summer and
10:00 during winter) to avoid ECMWF temporal interpolation. The average GPS station spacing decreases
from the UK, Italy, NZ, to CA networks, and their corresponding RMS reduce accordingly: the UK network exhi-
bits the greatest average station spacing (43 km), which leads to an RMS of 9.8 mm compared with 6.6 mm for
the 12-km spacing CA network. The HRES-ECMWF of CA has a similar spacing to the CA GPS network but a
slightly lower RMS, which is attributed to the GPS ZTD capturing more detailed turbulent signals and thus
degrading the interpolation performance. The RMS differences per station are plotted in Figure 2, which
shows that more precise interpolated ZTDs are generated in areas with a denser GPS network. Larger
RMSs mostly arise in areas with fewer stations or on the edge of the networks. However, all regions present
a mean correlation coefficient using all stations of at least 0.97 and a bias varying between 0 and 0.2 mm. A
summary of multiple statistical metrics that were computed is given in Table 1.
Table 1
Cross Validation for Four GPS Networks and One ECMWF Area Using Daily Values at 14:00 Local Time for All of the Year 2016
Network Location
Average spacing
(km)a Slope
Intercept
(m)
Bias
(mm)
RMS
(mm) Correlation
Mean RMS
(mm)b
BIGFc UK 43 0.973 0.065 0.2 9.8 0.97 9.3
RINGd Italy 30 0.993 0.015 0.1 8.5 0.99 8.8
GeoNete New Zealand 17 0.995 0.012 0.2 7.8 0.99 7.7
PBOf California, United States 12 1.000 0.001 0.1 6.6 1.00 6.6
ECMWFg California, United States 12 0.997 0.006 0.0 6.3 1.00 5.9
aThe spacing is computed as the mean distance between each station and its closest station. bThe mean daily root-
mean-square (RMS) differences for the year 2016. cBritish Isles continuous Global Navigation Satellite System Facility
(www.bigf.ac.uk/) at 50–59°N, 11°W–2°E. dRete Integrata Nazionale GPS (ring.gm.ingv.it/) at 37–47°N, 8–18°E.
eModern geological hazard monitoring system in New Zealand (www.geonet.org.nz/) at 37°–42°S, 173°–179°E. fPlate
Boundary Observatory (pbo.unavco.org/) at 34°–39°N, 124°–118°W. gFor European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), values were taken at 10:00 or 11:00 local time.
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3.3. Weight Determination
After independently validating the qualities of the interpolated GPS and ECMWF ZTDs, they should be prop-
erly weighted in the integrated ITD model. Since the cross validation reflects the ZTD interpolation perfor-
mance and the GPS network distributions, we utilized the cross-validation RMS of the GPS network
stations to determine the relative weights between GPS and ECMWF.
For a given GPS network, we calculated its cross-validation RMS, but instead of using GPS ZTDs only, we also
used the surrounding ECMWF grid nodes to predict ZTDs at each GPS station. This was done by the inte-
grated ITD model described in section 2 and using different ECMWF:GPS relative weights ranging from 0.0
to 10 (at a step of 0.1). The optimum ECMWF:GPS weighting for the particular network was considered that
which led to the lowest cross RMS. Figure 3 shows examples using data from the CA (~12-km GPS station spa-
cing) and UK (~43-km GPS station spacing) networks using one day in winter (7 December 2016) and one in
summer (5 July 2016). Clear RMS minima can be seen for all cases, arising when applying ECMWF:GPS relative
weights of 0.1–0.3 for the denser CA network and 0.4–0.5 for the sparser UK network. A simulation test was
also undertaken to show the impact of a network of GPS stations, which has a very sparse distribution. We
selected five stations from the CA network on 12:00 UTC 1 January 2016 (Figure 3e) and repeated the
cross-validation analysis. The best relative weight was found to be 3.3, which means that in this simulation
case, the correction maps should be mainly dictated by ECMWF due to the sparse GPS station distribution.
Figure 3. Relative weighting between GPS and European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) zenith
total tropospheric delays on integrating, using the Central California (CA; (a) is 20160705 and (b) is 20161207) and UK
GPS networks (c is 20160705 and d is 20161207). The y-axes represent the cross-root-mean-square (RMS) for all GPS stations
on the dates shown. Station distributions are given in Figure 2. The horizontal axes represent the relative weighting
between HRES-ECMWF (PE) and GPS (PG). (e) is a simulated network with five stations in CA and (f) is its corresponding
optimal relative weight determination.
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From the weight determination procedures described above, when the GPS network is sparse, the cross-
validation RMS will be higher because of missing short-wavelength components. The ECMWF:GPS relative
weighting will depend on how well the ECMWF ZTDs represent the missing signals from GPS (reflected by
the integrated ITD cross-validation RMS for the GPS stations). If the ECMWF ZTDs have large time latency
(resulting in the ECMWF ZTDs differing significantly from the GPS values), it will not help to improve the cross
validation and hence they will be assigned low weight.
The relative weight from cross validation is a spatial-temporally dependent variable that can be easily deter-
mined whenever both GPS and HRES-ECMWF data are available and is essential for automated processing.
For the four IFGs used here covered by GPS stations, the relative weights were computed as just described,
using all GPS data from stations covered by the IFG and also up to 150 km outside its boundaries. For the rele-
vant dates, ECMWF:GPS relative weights of 0.48, 0.22, 1.10, and 1.35 for IFG1-UK, IFG2-CA, IFG3-Italy, and IFG4-
NZ were obtained, respectively. Hence, the relative weighting reflects not only the ZTD precision but also the
density of the observations, the variation of the topography, and the local tropospheric conditions.
4. Model Evaluations
Having cross validated the interpolated ZTDs and determined the relative weights to be used for the integra-
tion of the HRES-ECMWF and GPS ZTDs, ZTD maps were generated and applied to InSAR measurements to
correct for atmospheric effects. We first illustrate in Figure 4 the contribution of the stratified and turbulent
ZTD corrections by showing the respective maps for an example interferogram (IFG1-UK), computed using
the integrated ITD model with both GPS and ECMWF ZTDs input. Maps of their stratified and turbulent com-
ponents summation and the raw and corrected (by subtracting the tropospheric delays from the summed
stratified and turbulent components) interferograms are also shown. They illustrate that most of the tropo-
spheric errors on IFG1 are represented as long wavelength turbulent signals (see Figures 4b and 4d), which
are well captured by the ITD model.
We next assessed the performance of the developed integrated ITD model by using it to correct atmospheric
effects on the eight globally distributed interferograms (Figure 1), thus testing its suitability in different parts
of the world and when there is a range of GPS ZTDs available, from none through to 12 km station spacing.
For the four interferograms, which are covered by GPS networks, we assess and quantify the model’s perfor-
mance when the applied correction is based on GPS ZTDs only, on ECMWF ZTDs only, and from integrated
GPS and ECWMF ZTDs. Then, four additional interferograms covering areas without a GPS network are eval-
uated using ECMWF ZTDs only, to emphasize the global applicability of the model developed. The same dec-
orrelation limit was used per pixel as per the cross validation tests by using only the ECWMF and GPS ZTDs
within 150 km of the pixel considered.
Two metrics were used to assess the model’s performance, depending on the availability of GPS stations
across the interferogram. First, for all interferograms, the LOS range change StdDev across the entire interfer-
ogram (250 by 250 km) was computed to assess the uncertainty induced by longer wavelength atmospheric
signals, which assumed there was no ground movement between the two image acquisitions (6–24 days),
although a large StdDev could also result from actual ground movements such as interseismic motion, post-
seismic motion, or subsidence due to groundwater extraction (Fruneau & Sarti, 2000; Short et al., 2014). Note
that atmospheric errors can also manifest as a ramp in the range direction and the StdDev would not repre-
sent its maximum value. The second metric used, for interferograms whose coverage encompassed GPS sta-
tions, was the displacement quality by comparing the InSAR displacements at each GPS station with
independent 3-D GPS-derived displacements provided by the Nevada Geodetic Laboratory at the
University of Nevada, Reno, computed from model fits to the time series of daily GPS coordinate estimates.
The GPS velocities were estimated using the MIDAS algorithm (Blewitt et al., 2016), while the other para-
meters (intercept, annual, and semiannual oscillations) were estimated using least squares. Both InSAR and
GPS-derived displacements were converted to LOS, differenced for all GPS stations in the interferogram,
and the RMS displacement difference computed.
4.1. Atmospheric Correction With Integrated HRES-ECMWF and GPS
Figure 5 shows the results for IFG1-UK and IFG2-CA, which represent different station spacings. It appears that
both raw interferograms exhibit strong atmospheric effects, with raw phase StdDev values of 2.75 and
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2.44 cm, respectively. The long-wavelength atmospheric effect on IFG1-UK disappeared and the phase
StdDev dropped to 0.71 cm after applying the GPS-only atmospheric correction map, to 1.02 cm after
ECMWF correction and to 0.69 cm after the integrated correction, as listed in Table 2. The displacement
RMS differences compared with GPS also decreased dramatically after correction, particularly for the
integrated correction, which shows a 71% improvement of 2.23 to 0.65 cm. It can be seen from Figure 5
that the remaining signals are mostly short wavelength and topography correlated, especially after
applying the ECMWF correction, indicating that these remaining signals, or at least parts of them, are
unmodeled atmospheric delays. Elliott et al. (2008) used a linear fit with height to reduce such effects, but
the method fails when the deformation signals are correlated with topography or the relationship
between phase and height is not constant throughout the interferogram.
Similar improvements are also observed in Figure 5 for IFG2-CA, with 54% improvement in terms of phase
StdDev after GPS correction, 41% after ECMWF correction and 61% after the integrated correction, reducing
from 2.44 cm to 0.96 cm. The displacement measurements compared with GPS improved by 70% after the
integrated correction, with most of the errors per GPS station falling to below 1 cm as can be seen in
Figure 5b5, and an RMS displacement error of 0.72 cm. Although the IFG2-CA GPS network is denser than that
for IFG1-UK, it is unevenly distributed, resulting in most of the improvements after applying GPS corrections
occurring in the west (Figure 5b2) where most of the GPS stations are located, whereas improvements on the
eastern part of the interferogram are limited. The large topography variation in this area makes it harder to
model the atmospheric delays compared with the flatter terrain in the UK, and the lower performance of
ECMWF (41% StdDev improvement) compared with IFG1-UK (63% StdDev improvement) reflects this (topo-
graphy effects are further considered in section 5.4). Hence, the different performances of GPS for the two
interferograms indicate the dependence on both topography and network geometry.
IFG3-Italy covers most of the island of Sicily and only incorporates a limited number of GPS stations (11, with
average spacing 75 km). Figure 6 shows that interferogram atmospheric contamination arises on the west
and north coasts, where the raw observations imply substantial ground subsidence but which is not the case
in reality. Applying ECMWF corrections results in a 41% StdDev improvement, compared with 36% for GPS
(Table 2), with the greater improvement visually apparent in the north-east and south-east of Sicily. The
sparse distribution of GPS stations was unable to adequately capture the atmospheric delays around
Mount Etna, and the greater improvement (where GPS has performed similarly to ECMWF) is found in the
west due to its flat topography. As for IFG1-UK and IFG2-CA, the benefit of applying integrated correction
Figure 4. Modeled tropospheric stratified (a) and turbulent (b) zenith total tropospheric delay components for the IFG1-UK interferogramwhen using integrated GPS
and European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). (c) is the total delay map. Also shown are the raw (d) and corrected (e) interferograms. The
phase standard deviation and displacement root-mean-square improvement statistics are given in Figure 5a.
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maps can be seen from Figure 6, with StdDev reductions of 43% obtained (from 1.49 cm to 0.85 cm) and 66%
RMS displacement reductions (from 1.37 to 0.47 cm).
The atmospheric correction results for IFG4-NZ shown in Figure 6 follow a similar trend to those for IFG3-Italy:
ECMWF resulting in a lower phase StdDev and similar RMS displacement than GPS, with ECMWF removing
atmospheric effects in the west where GPS correction is less successful because the GPS station distribution
is sparse. Whereas in the east, where the GPS station distribution is much denser (15-km spacing), the GPS
corrections perform similarly to ECMWF. As for IFG1-UK, IFG2-CA, and IFG3-Italy, the integrated correction
maps result in the lowest phase StdDev (1.10 cm) and displacement RMS (1.12 cm), equating to respective
improvements over the raw interferogram of 44% and 44%, respectively.
To summarize, both the GPS and ECMWF atmospheric correction maps are able to substantially improve raw
InSARmeasurements: for the four interferograms considered, phase StdDev improvements of up to 74% arise
on applying GPS corrections and 63% for ECMWF. When a dense GPS network is available, the GPS maps
Figure 5. Interferometric synthetic aperture radar atmospheric corrections using GPS (G), European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF; E), and their combinations (GE) for IFG1-UK (a1–a5) and IFG2-CA (b1–b5). (a1) and
(b1) are raw interferograms, (a2) and (b2) are GPS-corrected interferograms, (a3) and (b3) are ECMWF-corrected interfer-
ograms, (a4) and (b4) are GPS + ECMWF-corrected interferograms. (a5) and (b5) show the displacement differences
between GPS and InSAR per GPS station. Phase standard deviation (StdDev), displacement RMS, and automatically deter-
mined ECMWF:GPS relative weight (PE/PG) for each IFG are also listed. The red arrows indicate the radar flight direction, and
the red circles represent GPS stations. All phases are in line of sight direction.
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provide more precise corrections and capture the small magnitude, turbulent atmospheric delays better than
ECMWF and thus perform better. However, the performance is highly dependent on the station density and
distribution (network geometry), as well as the topography, with the GPS corrections when using a sparse
network (e.g., IFG3-Italy in Figure 6a2) performing worse than ECMWF. In all four cases considered, the inte-
gration of GPS and ECMWF results in the lowest phase StdDev and RMS displacement values.
4.2. Global Applicability of ECMWF-Based Correction Maps
To evaluate the global applicability and performance of the model developed, we applied ECMWF atmo-
spheric corrections to the four interferograms that do not contain any GPS stations, namely, IFG5-Tibet,
IFG6-Nepal, IFG7-Algeria, and IFG8-Iceland. The results are shown in Figure 7, displaying the raw and
ECMWF-corrected interferograms, and the phase StdDev values are listed in Table 2. It is clear that for the
mountainous regions (IGF5-Tibet and IFG6-Nepal), the phase errors are mostly topography correlated and
have been corrected by 61% to 0.45 cm StdDev and by 39% to 1.11 cm, respectively. The atmospheric errors
on IFG5-Tibet tend to be long wavelength and thus are easier to be captured by ECMWF. The shorter-
wavelength effects on IFG6-Nepal, mainly due to the high topography variations, cannot be fully removed
using the ECMWF model, and the remaining uncorrected errors are likely to be turbulent signals. It should
be noted that for a high-altitude region (which means lower water vapor content on average), a strong tur-
bulence effect can also be observed on interferograms (as here for IFG6-Nepal).
IFG7-Algeria is located in a desert region with fairly low altitude and limited topography variations (altitude 0.8–
1.0 km across the IFG). As shown in Figure 7, themagnitude of the atmospheric errors reaches up to ~8 cm (raw
phase StdDev of 2.40 cm) but they appear to bemostly associated with a longwavelength signal. After applying
ECMWF atmospheric corrections, turbulence errors persist but the phase StdDev has reduced by 63% to
0.88 cm. Conversely, IFG8-Iceland exhibits large topography variations (from 0 to 1.5 km) and is located close
to a polar region, where the water vapor content is lower. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the large magnitude
(8 cm) atmospheric errors systematically affect the computed displacement across almost the entire interfero-
gram. After correction, the StdDev of the phase errors drops to 1.05 cm (40% improvement) and is partly asso-
ciated with an elevation dependent signal (the western part where the topography variations are high) and
partly with a turbulent behavior (eastern part). Hence, as for IFG5-Tibet and IFG6-Nepal, the HRES-ECMWF based
correction model is suitable for obtaining corrected interferograms with a StdDev of ~1 cm or lower.
5. Performance Indicator Metrics
The generic atmospheric correction model developed has been evaluated at different locations globally,
encompassing a range of topography, climate and GPS station distributions. The model’s performance has
been evaluated by considering the phase StdDev and also, for areas including GPS stations, the RMS displa-
cement difference between GPS and InSAR. However, in practice, when actual surface movements occur and
there are insufficient GPS stations to cover the whole area, these performance indicators will fail. It is
Table 2
InSAR Atmospheric Correction Performance Statistics Expressed in Terms of Phase Standard Deviation (StdDev) and Displacement RMS for Different Correction Methods
Applied on Eight Interferograms
IFG
Phase StdDev Displacement RMS
Raw IFG GPS correction ECMWF correction Integrated correction Raw IFG GPS correction ECMWF correction Integrated correction
IFG1-UK 2.75 0.71 (74%) 1.02 (63%) 0.69 (75%) 2.23 0.95 (57%) 0.86 (61%) 0.65 (71%)
IFG2-CA 2.44 1.13 (54%) 1.45 (41%) 0.96 (61%) 2.43 0.75 (69%) 1.62 (33%) 0.72 (70%)
IFG3-Italy 1.49 0.95 (36%) 0.88 (41%) 0.85 (43%) 1.37 0.70 (49%) 0.61 (55%) 0.47 (66%)
IFG4-NZ 1.97 1.35 (31%) 1.13 (43%) 1.10 (44%) 1.99 1.23 (38%) 1.30 (35%) 1.12 (44%)
IFG5-Tibet 1.15 — 0.45 (61%) — — — — —
IFG6-Nepal 1.83 — 1.11 (39%) — — — — —
IFG7-Algeria 2.40 — 0.88 (63%) — — — — —
IFG8-Iceland 1.76 — 1.05 (40%) — — — — —
Mean 1.97 1.04 (47%) 1.00 (49%) 0.90 (54%) 2.01 0.91 (55%) 1.10 (45%) 0.74 (63%)
Note. Unit: cm. Percentage improvements over the rawmeasurements are given in parentheses. ECMWF = European Centre for Medium-RangeWeather Forecasts;
RMS = root-mean-square.
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therefore important to develop additional performance indicators to inform users of model applicability,
including flagging any instances when the modeled atmospheric corrections should not be applied. In this
section, we introduce several additional indicators for model interpolation and atmospheric error
correction performance, which include (i) cross validation RMS of GPS and HRES-ECMWF ZTD, (ii)
correlation analysis between InSAR phase and tropospheric delays, (iii) the time differences between
ECMWF and InSAR acquisitions, and (iv) topography variations.
5.1. Indicator 1: ZTD Cross Validation RMS
In section 3, we have used the cross test to validate the interpolation performance of GPS and HRES-ECMWF
ZTDs. The RMS of the cross validation reflects not only the pointwise ZTD interpolation precision but also the
network geometry, especially for GPS where a nonuniform and sparse station distribution often arises. It was
Figure 6. Interferometric synthetic aperture radar atmospheric corrections using GPS (G), European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF; E), and their combinations (GE) for IFG3-Italy (a1–a5) and IFG4-NZ (b1–b5). Panel
descriptions as for Figure 4. The red arrows indicate the radar flight direction, and the red circles represent GPS stations. All
phases are in line of sight direction.
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Figure 7. Interferometric synthetic aperture radar atmospheric correction using European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) for IFG5-Tibet,
IFG6-Nepal, IFG7-Algeria, and IFG8-Iceland. The first and second columns represent the raw and corrected interferograms, respectively. The numbers in parenth-
eses indicate the phase standard deviation before and after correction. The red arrow represents the radar flight direction. All phases are in line of sight direction.
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shown in section 4 that GPS corrections perform better than ECMWF for the IFG2-CA dense network case,
whereas for the IFG3-Italy and IFG4-NZ cases which have sparser GPS station coverage, the ECMWF correc-
tions perform slightly better than the GPS. One exception is for IFG1-UK where there is a sparse GPS network
but the GPS-based corrections perform well. This is mainly due to its flat topography which is another indi-
cator to be discussed later. Section 3.2 also showed that a dense GPS network yields a lower cross validation
RMS and vice versa. These results imply that the ZTD cross-RMS may be used as an indicator to reflect the
atmospheric correction performance and that a lower ZTD cross-RMS indicates a better station distribution
and more precise atmospheric interpolation map. As a result, the cross-RMS of the GPS and HRES-ECMWF
ZTDs are calculated, in the same way as in section 3, for each interferogram before utilizing the corrections
(Table 3).
5.2. Indicator 2: Phase Versus Estimated Atmospheric Delay Correlation
A high correlation between phase measurements and the computed atmospheric corrections suggests that
the model is able to capture most of the atmospheric effects, and thus successful InSAR atmospheric error
correction is expected. For all eight interferograms, the correlations between the phase and tropospheric
delays (using the integrated model for IFG1–IFG4 and ECMWF for IFG5–IFG8) per pixel are shown in
Figure 8, with the statistics per interferogram also listed in Table 3. A high correlation of 0.86 was observed
for IFG1-UK, which corresponds to a 75% improvement in terms of phase standard deviaition reduction
(Table 2), whereas for IFG5-Tibet a lower 0.57 correlation, corresponding to a 61% improvement, was
obtained. The lower correlation for IFG5-Tibet may be due to the smaller magnitude of the raw phase mea-
surements (StdDev= 1.15 cm compared with 2.75 cm for IFG1-UK before correction) and therefore the atmo-
spheric errors may not be dominating in magnitude.
5.3. Indicator 3: ECMWF Time Difference
The GPS ZTDs are coincident in time with the SAR image acquisitions, but the ECMWF ZTDs are only available
every 6 hr, which can lead to time differences between the InSAR measurements and the ECMWF-based
atmospheric correction maps. The temporal variation of ZTDs, especially the part due to water vapor during
a short time interval (e.g., 2–3 hr) can be substantial and unpredictable and thus may cause the correction to
perform poorly (e.g., Li, Fielding, & Cross, 2009; Li, Muller, et al., 2006). To investigate the impact of ECMWF
and InSAR acquisition time differences, we used continuous GPS ZTD time series (5-min interval) to evaluate
errors of temporally interpolating the 6-hourly ECMWF ZTDs to the measurement epoch. We used the Central
California region covered by IFG2-CA, and the GPS data were processed using the same settings as in
section 3.1. For each hour of an individual day, we linearly interpolated the nearest 6-hourly ECMWF ZTD
values on to all GPS stations and computed the differences against the GPS ZTDs directly estimated at the
station and for the hour considered (this approach will hereafter be called nearest). This procedure was then
repeated for all days of 2016, and the mean RMS difference per hour was averaged for each hour of day (0, 1,
2, …, 23) over the year. These mean hourly RMS values for the year are shown in Figure 9, together with var-
iations (1-sigma), and it can be clearly seen that as the time difference from the ECMWF 6-hourly ZTD times
(the model is available at 0, 6, 12 and 18 hr UTC) increases so does the RMS and the 1-sigma range. The RMSs
at hours corresponding to the greatest temporal interpolation have a peak value that is nearly 150% of the
RMSs at no time difference: approximately 20 mm compared with 12 mm.
To minimize the impact of the time differences, we applied a linear temporal interpolation in our correction
model using the two closest ECMWF ZTD samples. It can be seen from Figure 9 that this procedure improves
the performance and reduces the peak values from 15 to 10 mm; however, there are still uncertainties during
large time difference periods. As a result, we may use time difference as an indicator to highlight potential
uncertainty induced by rapidly changing atmospheric conditions.
5.4. Indicator 4: Topography Variations
The ZTD variations and the interpolation performance will all be affected by the topography. To assess this
effect, we introduced MODIS Near-Infrared PWV data as truth and interpolated the ECMWF PWV (with the
same 0.125° grid distribution throughout the region) on to the MODIS PWV grid. Since MODIS PWV has a
higher spatial resolution than ECMWF (~1 km compared with ~9–12 km), it can be used to evaluate the
ECMWF-based model’s interpolation performance relative to local topography variations. As a test case, we
selected the region of Central California since it displays considerable topography variations with high
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mountains (~3,500-m altitude) on the west coast and on the eastern portion of the domain, and nearly flat
areas in the middle (under 200-m altitude).
We processed all cloud-free MODIS PWV data during 17:50–18:10 UTC (i.e. around 10 a.m. or 11 a.m. local
time) on each day of 2016, which coincides with the ECMWF 18:00 UTC model output and hence minimizes
any time interpolation errors. The elevation of each MODIS PWV grid was bilinearly interpolated to a uniform
grid using the 3 arc sec SRTM digital elevation model. The ECMWF PWV was then interpolated on to the
MODIS PWV grid using the ITD model, and the ECMWF PWV agreed with the MODIS PWV with an RMS differ-
ence of 1.88 mm (Figure 10e). Figures 10a–10c show the PWV differences for three dates, from which greater
differences between observations and ECMWF-derived PWV can be observed in regions with higher PWV
contents. This is consistent with the magnitude of errors in other PWV sensors being proportional to the
water vapor content, for example, as found for GPS by Glowacki et al. (2006) and for MODIS by Li et al.
Table 3
Model Performance Indicator Metrics for All Interferograms
IFG
ZTD cross validation linear fit
(cm) ρa
Cross RMS of GPS ZTDs
(mm)
Cross RMS of ECMWF ZTDs
(mm)
IFG-ECMWF time difference
(minutes)
Topography
variation
IFG1-UK Y = 1.096X  0.928 0.86 11.5 8.3 11 Low
IFG2-CA Y = 0.699X  0.952 0.79 13.1 9.2 118 High
IFG3-Italy Y = 0.624X + 0.217 0.65 12.6 4.8 56 Medium
IFG4-NZ Y = 0.693X + 1.014 0.63 12.0 6.4 75 Medium
IFG5-
Tibet
Y = 0.454X + 0.531 0.57 — 1.9 8 High
IFG6-
Nepal
Y = 0.669X + 0.522 0.61 — 7.9 21 High
IFG7-
Algeria
Y = 0.690X + 1.078 0.66 — 5.1 11 Low
IFG8-
Iceland
Y = 0.718X + 0.112 0.60 — 4.8 58 Medium
aPhase delay correlation. ZTD = zenith total tropospheric delay; ECMWF = European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts; RMS = root-mean-square.
Figure 8. Phase and interpolated tropospheric delay correlations for all pixels in the eight interferograms. The linear relationship between phase and estimated tro-
pospheric delay is phase = slope×delay+intercept. Phase has been converted to raw displacement in cm. Tropospheric delays have been computed using the
European Centre for Medium-RangeWeather Forecasts and GPS integratedmodel for IFG1–IFG4, and ECWMF only for IFG5–IFG8. Correlation coefficients are listed in
parentheses. InSAR = interferometric synthetic aperture radar.
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(2003). The differences are greater in the summer and/or over lower altitude flat regions since the average
PWV content is higher compared with those in the autumn or over mountain areas. Hence, to better evaluate
the impacts of topography variations, the RMS was scaled. We first divided the study region into uniform 1 by
1 km grid cells and computed the RMS differences for each cell using all MODIS samples that were located in
that cell during the whole of 2016. Each of the RMS values were then scaled by the average PWV content of
the corresponding cell and are displayed in Figure 10d1. The scaled RMS appears to be strongly correlated
with the topography (Figure 10d2), with the higher RMS values occurring over mountains and the lower
RMS values over lower, flatter areas. The topography variations cause the PWV to be short wavelength in nat-
ure, meaning it is challenging to fully model, thus making accurate InSAR atmospheric correction more diffi-
cult (e.g., Zebker et al., 1997; Li, Fielding, Cross, & Preusker, 2009; Bekaert, Hooper, et al., 2015). In practice,
lower performances are often expected over high topography variation areas.
6. Conclusions
A generic InSAR atmospheric correction model has been developed by using both HRES-ECMWF grid model
output and GPS ZTD pointwise observations, tightly integrated using the ITD model to produce atmospheric
(tropospheric) correction maps. This model has been implemented into a Generic Atmospheric Correction
Online Service (http://ceg-research.ncl.ac.uk/v2/gacos/), which automatically generates correction maps for
user requests. The HRES-ECMWF data, available globally and in near real time, provide the basic input of
the correction model, which is enhanced using GPS-estimated ZTDs where available, which improve its per-
formance both spatially and temporally. The developed InSAR atmospheric correction model is (i) global and
all time useable, including in the presence of clouds; (ii) potentially near real time (5- to 10-hr latency from
HRES-ECMWF, while GPS ZTDs can be generated in real time or with much lower latencies); and (iii) robust
and easy to implement automatically, with quality control indicators. While the GPS results presented here
are postprocessed, Yu et al. (2017) showed that similar ~1-cm ZTD quality can be obtained in real-time mode,
and hence can be applied as herein.
The model developed was evaluated using eight globally distributed interferograms of about 250 × 250 km
spatial extent in flat and mountainous topographies, midlatitude and near polar regions, monsoon and ocea-
nic climate systems, and with or without GPS networks. The average improvements in terms of phase StdDev
resulting from the atmospheric correction maps applied were 47%, 49%, and 54% for GPS, ECMWF, and the
integrated corrections, respectively. The corrected InSAR LOS displacements were also compared with the
GPS displacements with average RMS improvements for the four interferograms of 55%, 45%, and 63% for
GPS, ECMWF and the integrated corrections, respectively. Hence, the integrated model performs the best,
with the combination of different data sources increasing the model’s reliability, and the displacement
StdDev and RMS difference arising for the corrected interferograms considered is approximately 1 cm.
Figure 9. Impact of European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) time differences. The ECMWF zenith
total tropospheric delays were evaluated with GPS zenith total tropospheric delays using one year of data from 2016 in
Central California. The red line represents the mean root-mean-square (RMS) differences using the nearest (in time) data
point method with 1-sigma range plotted as yellow shade. The blue line represents the mean RMS differences using linear
interpolation to the interferometric synthetic aperture radar observation time, with the 1-sigma range plotted as green
shade.
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Figure 10. Impact of topography variations. (a–c) Differences in precipitable water vapor (PWV) between Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
and European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) on cloud free MODIS grid cells on 20160415 (spring), 20161116 (autumn), and 20160828
(summer): (d1) the scaled root-mean-square (RMS) = (averaged RMS of year 2016)/(averaged PWV content of year 2016) for each grid; (d2) the topography; and (e) a
linear fit between ECMWF and MODIS PWV for all available pixels of year 2016; the color scale represents the density of occurrence.
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A set of performance indicator metrics has also been developed to enable the model’s suitability for InSAR
atmospheric correction application to be assessed, and we recommend their adoption as indicators to inform
users when abnormal conditions occur and give insights of the confidence level of the correction results.
The model developed can be used either on an individual interferogram to identify small amplitude ground
movements (e.g., city subsidence and small landslide), or on a series of interferograms for larger-scale plate
movements and longer termmonitoring (e.g., postseismic or interseismic motion), which allows for temporal
filtering to further reduce the residual atmospheric errors and to achieve millimeter per year level displace-
ment StdDev. In most of the currently available InSAR time series packages, two fundamental assumptions
are made on the spatial-temporal filtering of the atmosphere that (i) deformation signals are correlated in
time (Hooper et al., 2012) and (ii) atmospheric effects are correlated in space but not in time. Since atmo-
spheric effects can be highly correlated with topography, resulting in the spatial trapping of water vapor
by topographic features, the second assumption does not hold in most cases. One possible solution is to
(i) employ Generic Atmospheric Correction Online Service to apply atmospheric corrections for each interfer-
ogram, (ii) utilize the performance indicators to identify the date(s) with poor correction performance, (iii) use
the InSAR time series technique demonstrated in Li, Fielding, and Cross (2009) to determine atmospheric
phase delays on each date identified in the previous step, and (iv) apply the conventional time series analysis
approach to extract the mean deformation rate as well as displacement time series. The bias and uncertainty
of the deformation rate can then be quantified by analyzing the systematic and stochastic components of the
temporal variation of the atmospheric delay (Fattahi & Amelung, 2015). It is believed that the method is par-
ticularly beneficial for InSAR time series over mountain areas as the residual atmospheric errors after correc-
tion are more likely to be randomly temporally distributed, which allows an easier minimization through time
series analysis, and is an on-going research topic.
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